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Purpose: Medication non-adherence in dialysis patients is associated with increased mortality and higher healthcare costs. We 
assessed whether medication adherence is influenced by specific psychometric constructs measuring beliefs about the necessity for 
medication and concerns about them. We also tested whether medication knowledge, health literacy, and illness perceptions influenced 
this relationship.
Patients and Methods: This study is based on data from a cross-sectional in-person questionnaire, administered to a random sample 
of all adult dialysis patients at a teaching hospital. The main outcome was self-assessed medication adherence (8-Item Morisky 
Medication Adherence Scale). The predictors were: concerns about medications and necessity for medication (Beliefs About 
Medication Questionnaire); health literacy; medication knowledge (Medication Knowledge Evaluation Tool); cognitive, emotional, 
and comprehensibility Illness perceptions (Brief Illness Perception Questionnaire). Path analysis was performed using structural 
equations in both covariance and variance-based models.
Results: Necessity for medication increased (standardized path coefficient [β] 0.30 [95% CI 0.05, 0.54]) and concerns about 
medication decreased (standardized β −0.33 [−0.57, −0.09]) medication adherence, explaining most of the variance in outcome 
(r2=0.95). Medication knowledge and cognitive illness perceptions had no effects on medication adherence, either directly or 
indirectly. Higher health literacy, greater illness comprehension, and a more positive emotional view of their illness had medium-to- 
large sized effects in increasing medication adherence. These were indirect rather and direct effects mediated by decreases in concerns 
about medications (standardized β respectively −0.40 [−0.63,-0.16], −0.60 [−0.85, −0.34], −0.33 [−0.52, −0.13]).
Conclusion: Interventions that reduce patients’ concerns about their medications are likely to improve adherence, rather than 
interventions that increase patients’ perceived necessity for medication. Improving patients’ general health literacy and facilitating 
a better understanding and more positive perception of the illness can probably achieve this. Our study is potentially limited by a lack 
of generalizability outside of the population and setting in which it was conducted.
Keywords: medication adherence, surveys and questionnaires, latent class analysis, renal dialysis

Introduction
Dialysis patients have the highest medication burden of any disease group, averaging 12–19 prescribed medications 
per day.1 Non-adherence of dialysis patients with medication, depending on definition, ranges from 3 to 80% in the 
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literature.2–5 Non-adherence in this population is associated with increased mortality and higher healthcare costs.6 It is 
therefore important to understand and optimize drivers of medication adherence in dialysis patients.

There is a plethora of different reasons for non-adherence amongst such patients, which include sociodemographic issues, 
healthcare delivery-based factors, economic barriers, polypharmacy, the generally high and sometime overwhelming burden of 
disease that patients endure, the high prevalence of overt psychiatric disease and anxiety that is evident and perhaps as 
a consequence of this, as well as other psychosocial factors.4,5,7–13 Clinical studies of interventions to improve medication 
adherence report varying, but generally temporary and slight effectiveness.14–16 In general, most studies attempting to improve 
adherence have used utilized generic interventions such as reminder systems, cognitive-educational interventions, behavioral- 
counselling interventions, with few (if any) identifying and targeting any patient-level psychometric barriers that specifically 
relate to a given individual’s medication adherence.14,15 This is disappointing since psychosocial variables (eg patients’ beliefs 
about medication, illness perceptions, personality characteristics), when they have been assessed, have the strongest associations 
with nonadherence, and by extension are the most promising levers for changing adherence behaviour.17

This study aims to explore whether medication adherence in adult dialysis patients might be causally related to 
patients’ beliefs about medications. To meet this aim, we assess the relationship between self-assessed adherence and 
specific psychometric constructs measuring the necessity for medication and the concerns about them. We test whether 
medication knowledge, patient health literacy levels, and illness perceptions influenced this relationship.

In this study, we quantify appropriate psychometric constructs in a sample of dialysis patients and perform path 
analyses of relationships using structural equations.

Materials and Methods
The reader is referred to our previous open-access publication describing the study design and its conduct, including such 
key issues as sample size calculation.18 This current publication is aligned with the Consensus-Based Checklist for 
Reporting of Survey Studies, provided in Appendix 1.19

Research Questions
The primary research question: Is medication adherence directly related to beliefs about medications?

The secondary research questions are: Is medication adherence related to health literacy, medication knowledge, or 
beliefs about illness, and; Is this relationship direct or mediated by medication beliefs?

The hypothesized causal models for our analysis are provided in Figure 1 and are based on relationships identified in 
previous studies and systematic reviews.17,20–22

Setting and Study Design
This study was conducted in a teaching hospital in South Auckland, New Zealand, the sole dialysis provider for 
a catchment population numbering 509,060 at the time of study. We used a quantitative cross-sectional survey design, 
involving an in-person questionnaire on a random sample of all people receiving dialysis at the hospital.

Ethical Considerations
The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethical approval was granted by the University 
of Auckland Human Participant Ethics Committee (UAHPEC, IORG0007795), protocol/reference number 9660, and the 
Counties Manukau Health (CMH) Institutional Review Board, protocol/reference number 1504. All participants provided 
informed consent.

Participants
Eligible people were defined as those aged >16 years undergoing maintenance dialysis for kidney failure. Patients were 
randomized using Microsoft Excel and approached in list order to participate in the study, with the aim of recruiting 100 
participants in total. The sampling frame for the study was stratified by independent versus dependent dialysis modality 
(50:50). Additionally, as the incidence of dialysis for Māori and Pacific Peoples is much higher than for non-Māori and 
non-Pacific peoples in New Zealand, we also stratified within each modality strata by ethnicity of NZ Māori versus 
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Pacific Peoples versus “other” (17:17:16)(9). If a patient declined to participate, a new name was sequentially provided 
from the randomized list and invited to participate in the study until the required number of participants in each stratum 
was recruited.

Data Collection
The reader is again referred to our previous open-access publication describing the study design and its conduct.18 The 
article describes in detail the instruments used in the analyses in this article, and the scoring that is used for the development 
of constructs from the psychometric scales (eg health literacy). The article also provides internal validation that ensures our 
data and calculations are relevant and legitimate for our sample and population. The survey administered to participants is 
provided in Appendix 2. The main outcome was self-reported medication adherence, as measured by the Morisky 8-Item 
Medication Adherence Scale (MMAS-8).23 Other psychometric constructs were assessed from the following survey scales; 
the Beliefs About Medication Questionnaire (BMQ),24–26 the health literacy screening tool (HLS),27–29 the Medication 
Knowledge Evaluation Tool (MKET),30–32 and the Brief Illness Perception Questionnaire (BIPQ).33–35 Data collection 
spanned from 19 July 2013 to 13 Jun 2014.

Data Analysis
We performed path analyses using structural equation modeling (SEM). Survey variables were modelled to fit the 
following psychometric constructs: Adherence (MMAS-8), Concerns about Medications and Necessity for Medications 
(BMQ), Health Literacy (HLS), Medication Knowledge (MKET), and Cognitive, Emotional, and Comprehensibility 
Illness Perceptions (BIPQ).

Figure 1 Hypothesized causal models for path analysis in this study.
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Path analysis used two different techniques, namely covariance-based structural equation modeling (COV-SEM),36 

and variance-based structural equation modeling (VAR-SEM).37 In COV-SEM, multi- and single-item survey variables 
are incorporated into the model using factor analysis, with subsequent estimation of paths between common factors. In 
VAR-SEM, survey variables are used to generate weighted composites, and paths estimated between the composites. 
Technical differences aside, COV-SEM is the appropriate method for theory testing and confirmation, and VAR-SEM for 
prediction and theory development. In this study, the research objective is both theory testing and development, and both 
methods were used for convergent validity.

In conducting COV-SEM, we first performed confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), to confirm that survey scales (or 
subscales) were correctly identifying a single latent variable representing the construct of interest. These measurement 
models assess strength and direction of relationships between the individual items in the scale and the specified latent 
variable. We used the following guidance to define goodness-of-COV-SEM fit. Superior model fit was indicated by Root 
Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) <0.05, Tucker Lewis Index (TLI) ≥0.95, and Comparative Fit Index 
(CFI) ≥0.95. Acceptable model fit was indicated by 0.05 ≤ RMSEA ≤ 0.08, and 0.9 ≤ TLI / CFI < 0.95. Mediocre model 
fit was indicated by 0.08 < RMSEA ≤ 0.1, and 0.85 < TLI / CFI ≤ 0.9. Inadequate model fit was indicated by values 
outside of these limits.38–41 In the presence of conflicting indices, the RMSEA was prioritized as the most informative fit 
index. For completeness, we reported the chi-square statistic (χ2) of the current model and the p-value of testing versus 
a fully saturated one; however, sensitivity to sample size is such that we did not take it into account as a factor for 
determining model fit in this study.

For VAR-SEM, we used an open-source implementation of the Partial Least Squares-SEM methodology.42 VAR-SEM 
does not have well-accepted criteria for goodness-of-model-fit. As a workaround, we assessed model fit by the average R2, the 
average communality, the average redundancy and the goodness-of-fit (GoF) statistic. The following interpretations are 
suggested for R2: <0.1 is unacceptable; 0.19–0.25 indicates mediocre fit; 0.33–0.50 indicates adequate fit; 0.67–0.75 indicates 
superior fit.43 Redundancy statistics attempt to quantify the amount of variance in an outcome variable that is attributable to 
independent latent variables, and the communality of the average variance extracted. No rule of thumb has been suggested for 
these parameters, although the higher the redundancy and communality, the higher the predictive power of the model. GoF 
values greater than 0.7 are considered “very good” within the VAR-SEM community.44

We used Stata 17 software and maximum likelihood methods of estimation. We report standardized parameter 
estimates, interpreted as the number of standard deviation increases above the mean in the outcome variable for every 
1 standard deviation above the mean of the predictor variable. In this study, we defined standardized path coefficients of 
≥0.2–0.5 as indicating a medium effect and >0.5 as having a large effect. Statistical significance was determined at an 
alpha of 0.05.

Results
Patient disposition is presented in Figure S1.

Participant Demographic and Clinical Characteristics
The mean age of participants was 55.2 years (± SD 13.7). Sixty-two identified as male and 38 as female. The median 
number of medicines prescribed to participants was 8 (IQR 6, 10) and whilst only 3 people lived alone, 66 people 
managed their own medications alone. Additional participant characteristics are provided in Table 1.

Psychometric Scale Characteristics
Psychometric scales are described in two ways. The first is as simple summations, which have limitations since cut-offs 
compromise validity, reliability, and qualitative classification.45 The second is as factor scores, computed by CFA. The 
scales for factor scores have no absolute units, but indicate the participants’ relative standing or placement on the latent 
variable scale.46 The two descriptions are presented visually for each psychometric construct in Figure 2, as histograms 
constructed so that each bar represents an exact quartile of data (except MKET and some subscales of BIPQ, where they 
are standard histograms).
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Table 1 Participant Demographic and Clinical Characteristics (n=100)

Parameter N/% Median (IQR) Mean (SD)

Age Years 57 (48–65) 55.2 (13.7)

Gender Male 62

Female 38

Socioeconomic status NZDep score* 9 (6–10) 7.8 (2.8)

Weight Kg 83 (74–98) 87.7 (22.5)

Ethnicity - NZ Māori NZ Māori 29

NZ Māori / Cook Island Māori 1

NZ Māori / NZ European 3

NZ Māori / Tongan 1

NZ Māori / Niuean 1

Ethnicity – Pacific Peoples Tongan 7

Tokelauan 1

Samoan 12

Samoan / Niuean 1

Niuean 3

Kiribati 1

Fijian 1

Cook Island Māori 9

Ethnicity - Other NZ European 15

Chinese Malaysian 1

Chinese 3

Fijian Indian 6

Indian 2

Latin American 1

Vietnamese 2

Comorbidity Cardiac 37

Lung 14

Cerebrovascular disease 14

Peripheral vascular disease 14

Diabetes mellitus 57

Number of meds prescribed 8 (6–10) 8.9 (4.8)

Who manages meds Participant only 66

Someone else only 17

Participant plus someone else 17

(Continued)
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Medication Adherence
The distribution of summative scores in Figure 2 suggests that ~50% participants felt themselves to have high medication 
adherence. The factor scores use all items in the MMAS-8 scale, with each of them having positive and statistically 
significant loading associated with the latent variable (all p < 0.001). A positive and statistically significant covariance 
was identified between items C1 and C8 (p = 0.003):

○ C1: Do you sometimes forget to take your medications?
○ C8: How often do you have difficulty remembering to take all of your medicine?

And C3 and C6 (p = 0.004):

○ C3: Have you ever cut back or stopped taking your medicine without telling your doctor because you felt worse 
when you took it?

○ C6: When you feel like your symptoms are under control, do you sometimes stop taking your medicines?

Qualitatively, we considered an association between these items to be plausible, and covariance loadings were included in 
the measurement model. Model fit is very high, allowing for robust interpretation and modelling of adherence as a latent 
variable. The distribution of the latent variable follows the summative one.

Necessity for Medication
The distribution of summative scores is presented in Figure 2, and suggests that participants strongly believed in the 
necessity for their medications. The factor scores use all items in the scale. A positive and statistically significant 
covariance was identified between items DN4 and DN10 (p = 0.001):

Table 1 (Continued). 

Parameter N/% Median (IQR) Mean (SD)

Living arrangements Living with others 97

Living alone 3

Secondary education Yes 35

None / not completed 65

Tertiary education Bachelor 11

Healthcare worker 1

Masters 1

Tertiary diploma 17

Trade certificate 11

Dialysis modality APD / CAPD (independent) 36

Home HD (independent) 14

Hospital HD (dependent) 50

Notes: *The NZDep score, which combines nine variables from the census that reflect eight domains of deprivation (income, 
home ownership, social support, employment, academic qualifications, living space, access to a telephone, access to a car). The 
score divides New Zealand into deciles, eg a value of 10 indicates the most deprived 10% of the New Zealand population, and 
a value of 1 indicates the least deprived. 
Abbreviation: NZ, New Zealand.
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○ DN4: Without my medicines I would be very ill/sick
○ DN10: My medicines protect me from becoming worse

And DN3 and DN4 (p < 0.001):

○ DN3: My life would be impossible without my medications
○ DN4: Without my medicines I would be very ill/sick

D
en

si
ty

Very poor              Very good
Adherence (factor score)

2 (18) model vs saturated = 19.304
p > 2 = 0.373
RMSEA = 0.027
CFI = 0.991
TLI = 0.986

D
en

si
ty

0

a

2 4 6 8
Adherence (summative score)

Mean (SD) 5.5 (2.2)
Median (IQR) 6 (4-7)
High adherence (score = 8) : n = 47
Medium adherence (score = 6 or 7) : n = 29
Low adherence (score < 6) : n = 24

Figure 2 Continued.
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We considered the associations plausible and included the covariance loadings in the measurement model. Model fit is 
very high. The distribution of the modelled latent variable and summative scores is similar.

Concerns About Medication
The distribution of summative scores in Figure 2 suggests that many people in our sample had concerns about their 
medication. A necessity–concerns differential can be calculated from the BMQ as the difference between the necessity 
and the concern scales, with a possible range of −20 to +20. This differential can be interpreted, in a loose and informal 
sense, as the cost–benefit analysis from each participant’s perspective, for whom costs (concerns) are weighed against 
their perceived benefits (necessity beliefs).25 The differential can be grouped into 4 categories: accepting, ambivalent, 
sceptical, and indifferent. None of our participants were indifferent to medication, and only 2 sceptical. The majority of 

D
en

si
ty

Very high                   Very low                
Necessity for medication (factor score)

2 (3) model vs saturated = 0.409
p > 2 = 0.938
RMSEA = 0.000
CFI = 1.000
TLI = 1.000

D
en

si
ty

13 16 19 22 25
Necessity for medication (summative score)

Mean (SD) 21.3 (2.8)
Median (IQR) 21 (19.5-24)

b

Figure 2 Continued.
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our participants were accepting of medication, although 38 were ambivalent. The factor scores use all items in the BMQ 
scale, and model fit is very high. The modelled latent variable follows the same distribution as the summative scores

Health Literacy
In the analysis of this scale, the scoring of the first item (F1) is reversed. The distribution of summative scores in Figure 2 
suggests that many people in our sample had low health literacy. The factor scores use all items in the scale, with each of 

D
en

si
ty

   
Concerns about medication (factor score)

2 (5) model vs saturated = 5.584
p > 2 = 0.349
RMSEA = 0.034
CFI = 0.995
TLI = 0.990

D
en

si
ty

5 10 15 20 25
Concerns about medication (summative score)

Mean (SD) 13.8 (4.5)
Median (IQR) 13.5 (11-17)

Very low                

c

Figure 2 Continued.
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them having positive and statistically significant loadings. Model fit was again very high, confirming that many 
participants in our sample regarded themselves as having low health literacy.

Medication Knowledge
In our previous work with the study data, we showed the MKET scale to be unreliable in our sample (Cronbach’s alpha 
0.59 after scale purification). Confirmatory factor analysis verifies that no single latent variable explains the variation of 

d

Figure 2 Continued.
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all of the items in the scale. On review of the scale, we decided that there were two different constructs being measured. 
We assessed items B1, B3, and B4 as representing “hands-on medication knowledge”: what medications are called, when 
to take them, and how to take them. We assessed items B2, B5, B6 and B7 as representing “conceptual medication 
knowledge”: why the medication is being prescribed, possible side effects that might arise, actions to be taken in the 
advent of possible side effects, actions to be taken in advent of a missed dose. These two subscales and resulting 
constructs were adopted in subsequent modelling.

e

Figure 2 Continued.
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The distribution of summative scores in Figure 2 suggests that the vast majority of participants in our sample had 
excellent hands-on medication knowledge, although many had poor conceptual knowledge. The factor scores for both 
Hands-on Medication Knowledge and Conceptual Medication Knowledge used all items in the scale, with each item 
having positive and statistically significant loadings associated with the respective latent variable (all p < 0.05). The 
distribution of factor values is similar to the summative scores, and supports a similar interpretation.

f

Figure 2 Continued.
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Illness Perception
In our previous work on these data, we showed that the cognitive (5 items) and emotional (2 items) subscales of the BIPQ to be 
unreliable in our sample (Cronbach’s alpha 0.39 and 0.51, respectively). However, after reviewing the items in the subscales, 
our cumulative clinical experience supported the tenet that a negative cognitive illness perception would be one that is felt to 
be more severe or threatening, more chronic, and less controllable. Likewise, a negative emotional perception of their illness 

g

Figure 2 Continued.
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would be one that causes of great concern, anxiety and low mood. We therefore made the decision to accept the scale 
unreliability and model the BIPQ subscales as suggested in the original development of the scale.

Factor scores for both Cognitive and Emotional Illness Perception use all items in the subscales, and all have positive 
loadings although these are statistically significant for only two items (note: scoring of items E3C and E4C reversed as 
per personal communication E Broadbent 15 Jan 2015). No modification indices could be identified that improved model 
fit. Despite a priori concern about a lack of reliability from exploratory factor analysis, the final model fit from CFA was 

h

Figure 2 Continued.
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acceptable. The final distribution of both summative and factor values is presented Figure 2, and confirms that 
participants in the sample were split equally between having a negative versus positive cognitive illness perception, 
and that most had a negative emotional one.

The illness comprehensibility subscale is a single item and thus not amenable to CFA. The final distribution of 
summative values in Figure 2 confirms that most participants in the sample had a high understanding of their illness.

Main Analysis
Base Model
The base model is presented in Figure 3. Model fit for both SEMs is superior. In the COV-SEM, 95% of the variance of adherence 
is explained by necessity for medication and concerns about medication. The estimates from both models have high face validity: 
increased concerns about medication had a medium-sized and statistically significant effect in decreasing medication adherence, 
while a perception of increased necessity for medication had a similarly sized effect in increasing adherence.

Mediation Analyses
The health literacy mediation model is presented in Figure 4. Of note, model fit is better with COV-SEM than with 
VAR-SEM, but acceptable without being superior in both. No new modification indices can be identified that were both 
plausible and improved model fit. In both models, health literacy had no direct effect on medication adherence. However, 
it had a clear indirect effect – increased health literacy had a medium-sized effect in increasing adherence, mediated by 
a medium-sized and statistically significant decrease in concerns about medication.

The hands-on and conceptual medication knowledge mediation models are presented in Figures S2 and S3, 
respectively. Model fit is mediocre with both SEMs. No helpful new modification indices could be identified. Neither 
hands-on medication or conceptual medication knowledge had direct or indirect effects on medication adherence.

The cognitive perception of illness mediation model is presented in Figure S4. Of note, convergence of the 
COV-SEM could not be achieved using the base model presented above – additional and different covariances were 

i

Figure 2 Summative and factor scores for psychometric scales in this study. (a) adherence; (b) necessity for medication; (c) concerns about medication; (d) health literacy; 
(e) hands-on medication knowledge; (f) conceptual medication knowledge; (g) cognitive illness perception; (h) emotional illness perception; (i) illness comprehensibility.
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Figure 3 The main model specification and estimation for Necessity for Medication and Concerns about Medication (from the BMQ), presented as parametric directed 
acyclic graphs using standardized path coefficients. The upper diagram is direct output of Stata software for COV-SEM, the lower constructed from regression tables for 
VAR-SEM.
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Figure 4 The mediation model specification and estimation for Health Literacy (from the HLS), presented as a parametric directed acyclic graph using standardized path 
coefficients. The upper diagram is direct output of Stata software for COV-SEM, the lower constructed from regression tables for VAR-SEM.
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Figure 5 The mediation model specification and estimation for Emotional Illness Perception (from the BIPQ), presented as a parametric directed acyclic graph using 
standardized path coefficients. The upper diagram is direct output of Stata software for COV-SEM, the lower constructed from regression tables for VAR-SEM.
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Figure 6 The mediation model specification and estimation for Illness Comprehensibility (from the BIPQ), presented as a parametric directed acyclic graph using 
standardized path coefficients. The upper diagram is direct output of Stata software for COV-SEM, the lower constructed from regression tables for VAR-SEM.
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required between items in the Necessity for Medication subscale before model estimation was successful. Model fit was 
similar with both SEMs and of borderline acceptability. In both models, cognitive perception of illness had no direct or 
indirect effect on medication adherence.

The emotional perception of illness mediation model is presented in Figure 5. Model fit for both SEMs was very 
good. In both models, emotional perception of illness had no direct effect on medication adherence. However, increased 
emotional distress had an indirect effect in decreasing medication adherence, mediated by a large and statistically 
significant increase in concerns about medication.

The illness comprehensibility mediation model is presented in Figure 6. Model fit for both SEMs acceptable without 
being superior. No helpful modification indices could be identified. In both models, illness comprehensibility had no 
direct effect on medication adherence. However, increased illness comprehension had an indirect effect in increasing 
medication adherence, mediated by a large and statistically significant decrease in concerns about medication.

Conclusion
Medication non-adherence is a potentially mutable problem, but the question remains – how best to address it? 
Historically, investigators have trialled co-interventions in multifaceted packages. More recently, better results are 
being seen with targeted interventions that address specific reasons for non-adherence.47–49 Psychological factors in 
the context of peoples individual lives are generally acknowledged to be the most powerful determinants of 
adherence,17,50,51 and it is therefore critical to identify precise and relevant psychometric targets for intervention.

Four major insights arise from this study. First, the adult dialysis patients in our sample had a high perceived necessity 
for medication, but at the same time considerable concerns about their medications. This is consistent perhaps the only 
other study of this construct in dialysis patients.52 None of the psychometric constructs in our study had any effect on 
adherence through increasing perceived necessity for medication. Rather, they acted through reducing perceived 
concerns. As such, our foremost finding is the pre-eminence of concerns over necessity as a target to improve medication 
adherence, a somewhat unexpected and unusual finding. Arguably, this could be a local finding that is specific to our 
patient population. However, the global nature of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy suggests to us that concerns about 
medication might be more widespread barrier than appreciated.53 Our finding is also consistent with the only published 
meta-analysis of the effect of beliefs about medication upon adherence: in that review, concerns had a (directionally only) 
larger effect on adherence than necessity (z-test between log-odds p = 0.1).54 There are reports of structural analyses by 
others that are similar to ours but in different populations, and those that have modelled both necessity and concerns 
together show an effect size that is usually greater for concerns.55–58

The second insight is that improving medication knowledge, in isolation, is unlikely to improve medication adherence. 
This tenet is consistent with what other literature exist, both in dialysis patients16 and the general population.59 To our 
knowledge, there have been no studies exploring medication knowledge as a sole intervention, with most addressing 
medication knowledge in multi-faceted interventions, some of which have been successful.60–63 The contribution of improved 
medication knowledge to such success is moot. We have found only one other structural analysis of medication knowledge in 
this literature, although that study did not include assessments from the BMQ, and therefore, is not directly comparable.64 This 
insight is not meant to indicate that medication knowledge is without merit in efforts to improve medication adherence, since it 
may have effects on other constructs that might influence the outcome. Our study was not powered to examine more complex 
structural models that the ones presented, and further studies are merited in this area.

The third insight is that low patient health literacy and illness comprehension levels both have determinantal effects 
on medication adherence, mediated by increased concerns about medication. This result is consistent with published 
literature,65,66 suggesting that improving medication adherence might be achieved by clinicians enquiring about and then 
building health literacy, especially in relation to medications and health conditions. We speculate that supporting people 
to obtain, understand and use basic health information, will lead to an improved ability to navigate health services, and an 
improved likelihood of people making decisions that will improve their health outcomes, including those pertaining to 
their medication. Similarly, patients with a good understanding of their disease and the treatments available to control it 
are axiomatically more likely to demonstrate higher adherence behaviours.
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The last insight is that, as others have also observed, patients with greater emotional dysfunction in response to their 
disease tend to have poorer medication adherence. This suggests that supporting patients to have a more positive outlook on 
their illness may decrease distress and promote higher medication adherence,67,68 a tenet supported by a recent clinical trial.51

Our study has a number of strengths. It used a random sample of a regional dialysis population rather than a convenience 
one and collected a wide range of clinical and psychometric data. The path analysis methods that we used provide structural 
relationships between multiple psychometric constructs simultaneously, models that are arguably more realistic compared to 
ones based on simple regression. The study has the standard limitations around sampling frame and generalizability, and our 
findings may not be applicable to other settings and other populations. Of special note, our study did not include paediatric 
patients, and important group with distinct medical and psychosocial characteristics who should be studied separately. 
Notwithstanding, our intention was to identify sensitive psychometric targets for intervention, and having done that we find 
that many of our conclusions are consistent with the literature. Another limitation of our study is that we could and did not 
address all psychological constructs that may have affected adherence. Some important omissions that are worthy of further 
study in this population include assessments of health locus of control, mindfulness, and emotional-stress coping style.69 

A final limitation of the study was that we modelled the BMQ as a 10-item scale as originally validated,26 rather than as the 
modern adaptation (BMQ-S11) that is becoming more prevalent in the literature nowadays.70

An important methodological lesson from our study concerns the scales we used. While technically challenging to 
handle, they were workable for complex causal models. This should be encouraging to investigators, since structural 
models are regarded as customary and the best-suited tools for psychological theory development, testing and confirma-
tion. We hope our study encourages others to explore their data using such methods in order to gain richer insights than 
what can be achieved with standard regression models.

Finally, a comment should be made about the mutability of patient beliefs about medication and interventions for 
medication adherence that might be potentially effective. Only a handful of relevant articles have been identified by the 
authors, and some49,71,72 (but not all73–76) showed that both BMQ scores and adherence can both be improved (at least in 
the short term). The successful interventions in these studies all involved psychological counselling of some sort, based 
on for example Adherence Therapy, the Health Behaviour Model, or a tailored psychological intervention-based patients’ 
baseline profiles. Our study demonstrates that beliefs about medication are also clear targets for interventions in the 
dialysis population and can probably be modified to improve medication adherence if addressed appropriately.
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